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February 2022

Dear Parents, Guardians, and Students of the Morris Hills School Community,

Since coming to Morris Hills High School sixteen years ago, I have never been able to see the flame of
a torch, regardless of venue, without immediately thinking of our high school. The passing of the torch,
to me, has become emblematic of all that is hopeful and of all that sets the stage for a new tomorrow.

Once again, in watching the opening ceremony of the Winter Olympics unveiled in Beijing, China, full
of spirit, full of promise, and full of passion, what comes to me in force is the torch WE share, the torch
WE ignite, and the torch WE pass to young people every day of our lives. So when we watch “the
games begin” every Monday morning through Friday afternoon of each new week, we metaphorically
light our torch and, in doing so, light the way.

We find ourselves now half way through the academic year 2021 - 2022, a year that has had its share
of challenges on multiple levels, COVID-19 notwithstanding. I want to express my extreme gratitude to
the parents, guardians, and students of our high school for the spirit of cooperation that has defined
this school year thus far. Health mandates and protocols have required ongoing flexibility and open
mindedness during a time in which we have all reached for safe arenas in which to do our part. We
would not be where we are today without the support of parents and students during a pandemic that
has changed the world in many ways. It is with profound sincerity that I thank you. You have joined our
administration and staff in meeting the challenges of the moment, and I celebrate your strength and
resilience. At this, our mid-point, no principal could ask for more.

Now, we have half the year still ahead of us, with a spring to hopefully brighten and lighten our days. I
call upon us all to join hands once again and charge the mountain, pass the torch, ignite the spirit, and
complete the school year in a style worthy of who we are and all we value. Yes, we have much work
left to do; but, through a partnership grounded in mutual commitment and mutual caring, I am
confident that we will welcome June knowing that our efforts and our focus enabled us to cross the
finish line in strength. I remain eternally grateful for that sense of confidence.

Through you and through the partnership we share, I have the privilege to be able to say, and say with
truth, that I come to work each day with both joy and appreciation. I thank you for that privilege.

In the Spirit of Partnership,

Todd M. Toriello, Ed.D.
Principal


